
A quasi-polynomial-time algorithmfor sampling wordsfrom a context-free languageVivek Gore Mark Jerrum Sampath KannanZ. Sweedyk Steve MahaneyJuly 8, 1995AbstractA quasi-polynomial-time algorithm is presented for sampling almostuniformly at random from the n-slice of the language L(G) generatedby an arbitrary context-free grammar G. (The n-slice of a language Lover an alphabet � is the subset L\�n of words of length exactly n.)The time complexity of the algorithm is "�2(n jGj)O(logn), where theparameter " bounds the variation of the output distribution from uni-form, and jGj is a natural measure of the size of grammar G. Thealgorithm applies to a class of language sampling problems that in-cludes slices of context-free languages as a proper subclass.
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1 Problem speci�cation, history and moti-vationWe address the problem of sampling (almost) uniformly at random a word oflength n from a context-free language L, and the related problem of estimat-ing the number of words of length n in L. Ideally, we would like to obtaina sampling procedure that runs in time polynomial in the length n and thesize of the grammar used to specify L. This problem has been consideredby many authors (for example, Mairson [9]), who have proposed e�cient so-lutions based on dynamic programming, but always restricted to the specialcase of unambiguous grammars. No polynomial time algorithm has beenproposed for general context-free grammars.Let G be a context-free grammar generating the language L = L(G) ���, and n a positive integer. The n-slice of L is just the subset L \ �ncontaining all words in L of length n. The problem of determining the sizeof the n-slice of L(G) is #P-complete [1], and remains so even when thegrammar G is restricted to be regular. This completeness result does not,however, rule out the possibility of e�cient sampling from slices of context-free languages, nor e�cient estimation of the size of slices.Kannan, Sweedyk and Mahaney [5] recently presented a \quasi-polynomial-time" (i.e., with running time exp(polylog(jGj; n))) algorithm for the caseof a regular grammar G by de�ning and using an extended version of theKarp-Luby sampling technique for sampling from a union of sets [7]. Goreand Jerrum[2] extended this result to arbitrary context free grammars G.In fact, [2] operates within the more general setting of \f[; � g-programs"which contains context free grammars as a special case. (See Theorem 1 foran exact statement of the main result.) In addition to the techniques usedby [5], [2] also uses depth reduction of algebraic programs, a technique dueto Valiant, Skyum, Berkowitz and Racko� [14].This paper is a synthesis of the ideas and results in [5] and [2].Problems of uniform generation and exact counting of strings in a regularlanguage are motivated by several applications mainly in computational biol-ogy. It is common to measure the performance of algorithms that processesDNA sequences by testing on \random" sequences. It has been recentlyproposed[11] that DNA sequences be modeled as strings in a regular lan-guages or in a language higher up in the Chomsky heirarchy such as context-free languages or indexed languages. Uniform generation of strings in theselanguages provides a good set of test data for these algorithms.Regular expressions are also used to describe binding sites of proteins onDNA. These expressions then are used to screen DNA sequences to discoverbinding sites. Therefore, the number of string generated by a regular ex-pression is of interest in estimating the signi�cance of �nding such a site in2



a DNA sequence. Biologically, counting the number of sites corresponds tomaking a statement about the "speci�city" of a DNA-binding protein (giventhat the protein is governed by a regular expression). Knowing how "spe-ci�c" the binding of a protein is allows, for example, for speculations as tothe possible involvment of a second binding factor.Finally, restriction sites of restriction enzymes are also modeled by regularexpressions[13]. Again information about the count of the number of stringsis useful in estimating sizes of the restriction fragments etc.Being able to generate members of a context-free language uniformlyallows us to generate random test programs to test parsers for new languages.2 Languages, polynomials and programsWe do not deal directly in this article with slices of context-free languages,but instead work with the wider class of languages that can be computedby programs in which the elementary steps are union and concatenation oflanguages. It is necessary to formalise what we mean by \program" in thiscontext.Let � = (
; I;O) be an algebra on underlying set 
, with a distinguishedsubset I � 
 of primitive elements or inputs, and with operators O. A �-program is a sequence � = (ui 2 
 : 0 � i � C � 1) such that, for all0 � i � C � 1, either ui 2 I, or ui = uj � uk, where 0 � j; k < i and � 2 O.The size of � is C = C(�). The level of ui is de�ned inductively: if ui 2 Ithen the level of ui is 0; if ui = uj � uk then the level of ui is the maximumlevel of uj and uk plus 1. The depth � = �(�) of � is the maximum levelof any ui. We say that � computes f 2 
 if f = ui for some i.In this note, we deal in particular with f[; � g-programs and f+;�g-programs. In the case of f[; � g-programs the algebra is� = (2��; �; f[; � g),where � is a �nite alphabet, 2�� is the set of all languages over �, andthe operators [ and � are union and concatenation of languages, which arefamiliar from the de�nition of \regular expression." (Note that we confusethe symbol � 2 � with the singleton language f�g.) In the case of f+;�g-programs the algebra is � = ([X];X; f+;�g), where X is a �nite set ofindeterminates, [X] is the ring of polynomials with integer coe�cients, and+ and � are usual addition and multiplication. The degree deg ui of uiin f+;�g-program � is de�ned inductively: if ui 2 X then deg ui is 1; ifui = uj + uk then deg ui = maxfuj; ukg; if ui = uj � uk then deg ui =deg uj +deg uk. The program � is homogeneous if deg uj = deg uk wheneverui = uj + uk for some i. De�ne degree and homogeneous analogously forf[; � g-programs, with [ replacing +, and � replacing �.The above de�nitions are standard, but we �nd it convenient to gener-alise the notion of f[; � g-program somewhat, so that arbitrary unions of3



previously computed values may be formed in a single operation, thoughconcatenation is still restricted to pairs of values. We say that the union op-eration has unbounded fan-in, while the concatenation operation has fan-intwo. Similarly, our f+;�g-programs will typically have addition operationswith unbounded fan-in, and multiplication operations of fan-in two.De�ne an almost uniform sampler (for languages) to be a randomisedprocedure that takes as input a f[; � g-program for (or other descriptionof) a language L � ��, and a tolerance " > 0, and produces as outputa word Y 2 L (a random variable) such that (1 + ")�1jLj�1 � Pr(Y =y) � (1 + ")jLj�1 for all y 2 L. Also de�ne a randomised approximationscheme (for languages) to be a randomised procedure that takes input asabove, and produces as output a number bL (a random variable) such that(1 + ")�1jLj � bL � (1 + ")jLj with probability at least 34 . Our main resultmay now be stated.Theorem 1 There is an almost uniform sampler for languages L � �n,where L is presented as a f[; � g-program � of size C, which has time com-plexity "�2(nC)O(logn). There is also a randomised approximation schemewith the same input speci�cation and the same time complexity. The unionoperations in program � may have unbounded fan-in, but the concatenationoperations must all have fan-in two.The proof of Theorem 1 rests on two ideas: Monte-Carlo sampling from aunion of sets, and depth compression of circuits. We examine these in turn.Karp and Luby [6, 7] introduced a simple and elegant approach to esti-mating the size of|and, as a by-product, for uniformly sampling from|theunion of a collection of �nite sets, all of whose sizes are known in advance. Adirect application of their technique yields a uniform sampling procedure forlanguages computed by f[; � g-programs � with two alternations of unionand concatenation: thus � consists of a block of unions, followed by a blockof concatenations, followed by another block of unions. We will prove the fol-lowing iterated version of the Karp-Luby method to obtain an almost uniformsampling procedure for languages computed by general f[; � g-programs.Theorem 2 There is an almost uniform sampler for languages L � �n,where L is presented as a homogeneous f[; � g-program � of size C anddepth �, which has time complexity O("�2nC�+3 logC). There is also arandomised approximation scheme with the same input speci�cation and thesame time complexity. The union operations in program � may have un-bounded fan-in, but the concatenation operations must all have fan-in two.A proof of this theorem is presented in the next section. De�ne a mono-mial over a set X of indeterminates to be a product of elements from X.4



(Thus a polynomial is a weighted sum of monomials.) Also de�ne the sup-port supp p of polynomial p 2 [X] as the set of all monomials occurringin p.Corollary 3 There is an almost uniform sampler for the support, supp p,of homogeneous, multilinear polynomials p of degree n, where p is presentedas a f+;�g-program � of size C and depth �, which has time complexityO("�2nC�+3 logC). The addition operations in program � may have un-bounded fan-in, but the multiplications must all have fan-in two.Proof Let � = (v0; : : : ; vC�1) be an f+;�g-program computing a homoge-neous, multilinear polynomial p. Assume that � is minimal, so that if any viis deleted from the sequence then � is no longer a program computing p. Byinduction on decreasing i, every vi is multilinear and homogeneous. Thesefacts imply j supp vij = j supp vjj � j supp vkj, whenever vi = vj � vk. More-over, it is clear that supp vi = supp vj [ supp vk, whenever vi = vj + vk. Nowapply Theorem 2.Observe that the time-complexity of the almost uniform sampler guaran-teed by Theorem 2 increases rapidly with the depth of the program. Unfor-tunately, a f[; � g-program derived directly from a context-free grammar willin general have large depth, since the grammar may allow very unbalancedparse trees. Before applying Theorem 2, then, it is necessary to compress theprogram so that it has relatively small depth. The technology for achievingthis compression in the case of arithmetic programs has been available forover a decade. In a concise and beautiful note, Valiant, Skyum, Berkowitzand Racko� [14] showed that if p is a polynomial of small degree that iscomputed by a arithmetic program of small size, then p can be computed bya arithmetic program that is simultaneously of small size and small depth.The following is a special case of their result.Proposition 4 Suppose there is a homogeneous f+;�g-program of size Cthat computes a polynomial p of degree d. Then there is a homogeneousf+;�g-program (with unbounded fan-in additions) of size O(C2) and depthO(log d) that computes p.Proof See [14]. The result there is stated for �-programs where � =(K[X];X [ K; f+;�g) and K is a �eld. However it is easily checked thatthe proof does not introduce any new scalars (i.e., elements of K). Note thatin [14] the addition operations are assumed to be binary; allowing unboundedfan-in additions reduces the size of the compressed circuit by a factor of C andthe depth by a factor of logC, since the balanced binary trees of additionsmay be replaced by single summations.5



The construction of Valiant et al. is not directly applicable to f[; � g-programs,as it relies on commutativity of multiplication. We circumvent this problemby establishing a connection between f[; � g-programs and f+;�g-programswhich involves encoding languages as polynomials.Let � be a �nite alphabet, and n a natural number. Introduce a setX = X(�;n) = fxt� : 0 � t � n � 1 and � 2 �g of indeterminates,and de�ne the mapping � : �n ! [X] by �(�) = Qn�1t=0 xtat, for all words� = a0 : : : an�1 2 �n. Extend the domain of � to the set of all languagesL � �n by de�ning �(L) = P�2L �(�). It is possible to simulate a f[; � g-program computing a language L 2 �n by a f+;�g-program computing apolynomial of degree n over X = X(�;n).Lemma 5 Suppose there is a f[; � g-program of size C computing language L ��n. Then there is a homogeneous f+;�g-program of size nC and degree ncomputing a polynomial p 2 [X] such that supp p = supp �(L).Proof Let the f[; � g-program in the statement of the lemma be � =(u0; : : : ; uC�1). Assume that � is minimal, so that if any ui is deleted fromthe sequence then� is no longer a program computing L. Then, by inductionon decreasing i, the program � is homogeneous. For each 0 � i � C�1 and0 � r � n� deg ui, de�ne v(r)i 2 [X] as follows:(i) if ui = f�g with � 2 � then v(r)i = xr�;(ii) if ui = uj [ uk then v(r)i = v(r)j + v(r)k ;(iii) if ui = uj � uk then v(r)i = v(r)j � v(r+s)k , where s = deg uj.An easy induction on i establishes that supp(v(r)i ) = supp(�(r)(ui)), for allv(r)i , where �(r)(a0 : : : as�1) = Qs�1t=0 xr+t;at and �(r)(L) = P�2L �(r)(�). Let� 0 be the f+;�g-program obtained by arranging the polynomials fv(r)i gin lexicographic order of the index pairs (i; r). Then � 0 computes a poly-nomial p with supp p = supp(�(0)(L)) and has size bounded by nC. But�(0)(L) = �(L).All the components of the sampling procedure are now in place. Suppose weare given a language L speci�ed by a f[; � g-program. The overall strategy isto simulate the f[; � g-program using a f+;�g-program, compress the depthof the f+;�g-program using the method of Valiant et al, and use iteratedKarp-Luby sampling to obtain a word from L that is close to uniform.Corollary 6 Suppose there is a f[; � g-program of size C computing lan-guage L � �n. Then there is a f+;�g-program of size O((nC)2), depthO(log n) and degree n computing a polynomial p 2 [X] such that supp p =supp �(L). 6



Proof Combine Proposition 4 and Lemma 5.We immediately have the required:Proof of Theorem 1 Combine Corollaries 3 and 6. Note that the time toconstruct the small depth program of Corollary 6 is negligible in relation tothe time taken to obtain a sample from it using Theorem 2.The result highlighted in the abstract follows easily. Let jGj denote anyreasonable measure of the size of grammar G, for example the total numberof symbols required to write down all the productions in the grammar. (Theprecise choice of encoding is immaterial to the result.)Corollary 7 There is an almost uniform sampler for the n-slice of a lan-guage L(G) generated by a context-free grammar G, which runs in time"�2(n jGj)O(logn). There is a also a randomised approximation scheme withthe same time complexity.Proof There is an e�cient translation of G (in Chomsky normal form)into a f[; � g-program � in which (roughly) each language computed by �contains all words of some length l generated by some non-terminal in G.3 The sampling algorithm and its analysisAs promised, we now present and analyse an almost uniform sampler satis-fying the conditions of Theorem 2.Consider an f[; � g-program � = (ui : 0 � i � C � 1), of size C anddepth �, computing a language L 2 �n. Note that union operations areassumed to have unbounded (bounded only by the size C of the program)fan-in. In order to apply the Karp-Luby sampling strategy, we need to obtainestimates of the sizes of the languages computed at each ui. These sizes arecomputed \bottom-up," starting at u0 and working through to uC�1. Inestimating the size of ui, the algorithm requires random samples from uj for0 � j < i: these are generated \top-down" by a recursive procedure usingthe sizes already computed. Thus the sampling and counting procedures areinextricably linked, and we describe them both together.We use � to bound the error in the size estimate, i.e., if bA is an estimate1for the size of a set A, then e��jAj � bA � e�jAj. We use the expression \ bAis a �-approximation to jAj" to denote this fact. We also use " to bound the1Note that we always use a hat to indicate that the quantity in question is empiricallydetermined and hence approximate. 7



variation of a probability distribution from uniform, where the variation isspeci�ed in terms of the relative pointwise distance. This means that if cDAdenotes the distribution on a set A, then e�"jAj�1 � cDA(x) � e"jAj�1, forevery x in A. We use the expression \cDA is "-uniform" to denote this fact.The sampling/estimation algorithm is now described.3.1 ConcatenationSuppose S is a set represented by a concatenation operation, where S = A�B,and that we are about to estimate the size of S. (Note that the concatenationoperation has fan-in 2.) Let bA and bB denote the size estimates for A and Brespectively, and let cDA and cDB denote the distributions on A and B inducedby the algorithm. Note that the estimates bA and bB will already be availableby the time we come to estimate the size of S.� To sample from S, we sample from A (denoted x), sample from B(denoted y), and output xy.� To estimate the size of S, we simply let bS = bA bB.If we assume that bA and bB are �-approximations to jAj and jBj, respectively,and that cDA and cDB are both "-uniform, then it is easy to see that bS is a2�-approximation to jAj � jBj and that cDS is 2"-uniform.3.2 UnionSuppose S is a set represented by a union operation, so that S = SA2AA forsome �nite collection A of sets.2 Note that in our application, jAj � C. Asin the case of concatenation, we let bA denote the size estimate for set A, andcDA the induced distribution. Let cM = PA2A bA. We assume, for all A 2 A,that bA is a �-approximation to jAj, and that the distribution cDA is "-uniform.� To sample from S, we do the following:1. Choose a set A 2 A with probability bA=cM .2. Produce a sample x from A according to cDA.3. Denote bym(x) the number of sets inA containing x, i.e.,m(x) =jfA 2 A : A 3 xgj. Output x with probability m(x)�1.Since the above steps might not always produce an output, they arerepeated until an output is produced. We call one iteration of the abovesteps a trial.2The collection A is actually a multiset, as we cannot guarantee that we detect redun-dant computations in the program � in polynomial time.8



Suppose x 2 S, and denote by B = fA 2 A : A 3 xg the collectionof m(x) sets in A containing x. Let s(x) denote the success probabil-ity for x, i.e., the probability that x is output in a given trial in thesampling procedure. Then,s(x) = XA2B bAcM cDA(x) 1m(x):It is clear that s(x) is a (2�+")-approximation to the ideal quantity (i.e.,the success probability for x if all empirical size estimates bA were exact,and all distributions cDA were uniform). We let r denote the probabilitythat a trial fails to produce an output. Then the probability that x 2 Sis eventually output is given by s(x)+s(x)r+s(x)r2+� � � = s(x)=(1�r).Note that 1� r = Py2S s(y), so 1 � r is also a (2� + ")-approximationto the ideal. Hence cDS(x), which is the probability that x is eventuallyoutput by the sampling procedure, is (4� + 2")-uniform.� To estimate jSj, we use the following experiment:1. Choose a set A 2 A with probability bA=cM .2. Produce a sample x from A according to cDA.3. Output m(x)�1. (Recall that x belongs to m(x) of the sets in A.)The above experiment de�nes a random variable, say Z, that takesvalues in the set fi�1 : 1 � i � jAjg. We estimate �, the expectedvalue of Z by performing t independent trials of the above experimentand computing the mean of the output values (denoted b�). We �nallyoutput b�cM as our estimate for jSj.Note that � = XA2A bAcM Xx2AcDA(x) 1m(x);which implies that �cM = XA2A bAXx2AcDA(x) 1m(x):In the ideal (no error) setting, the expected value of Z is just jSj=PA2A jAj,and it is clear from the above that the value �cM is an ("+�)-approximationto jSj. By performing enough trials of the above experiment, we try toensure that the computed value b� is a -approximation to �, for someappropriately selected , and hence our estimate for jSj is a ("+�+)-approximation. We use a result by Hoe�ding [3] (also see Corollary9



5.2 (a) in [8]) that shows that the probability that b� does not sat-isfy (1 + )�1� � b� � (1 + )� (and, a fortiori, that b� is a not a-approximation to �) is bounded by 2 exp(�2t�22). The least valuethat � can have is jAj�1, which represents the case that all sets in Aare equal. Hence, if we chooset = �2C2 lnC; (1)the above failure probability is at most 2C�2, where C, we recall, is thesize of the program. For future reference, observe that, with probabilityat least 34 , all C size estimates made during the processing of program�are ("+ � + )-approximations to the true values, provided C � 3.3.3 Overall error analysisOur strategy is to select the sampling-error parameter  = (l) to be afunction of the level l in the program, and compute upper bounds on " = "(l)and � = �(l) by induction on level. As one would expect, accuracy degradesrapidly as the level increases, so "(l) and �(l) are exponential functions of l.Clearly, at the lowest level, we can sample as well as estimate exactly, so"(0) = �(0) = 0. >From the above discussion, for l � 0,"(l+ 1) � maxf2"(l); 2"(l) + 4�(l)gand �(l+ 1) � maxf2�(l); "(l) + �(l) + (l)g:Set (l) = c 4l, for some constant c to be chosen presently. By induction onlevel l, we obtain "(l) � c 4l and �(l) � 2c 4l. Setting c = " 4�(�+1), where "is the speci�ed tolerance on sizes and distributions at the highest level �, wehave "(�); �(�) � "=2. Note that for this choice of c,(l) = " 4�(��l+1): (2)Provided all the sampling errors that arise during the execution of the algo-rithm are within the bounds we have set|which event occurs with probabilityat least 34 as we saw in the previous subsection|we shall have succeeded incomputing an ("=2)-approximation to jLj, the size of the language computedby �; in the process, we also obtain ("=2)-uniform samples from L. Thusthe estimation and sampling procedure presented in this section satis�es theconditions laid down for an almost uniform sampler and for a randomisedapproximation scheme.3.4 Analysis of running timeAs in the case of the error analysis, we work in terms of the levels of theprogram. Let TC(l) (TS(l)) denote the expected time required to estimate10



the size of a set (produce a sample from a set) at level l, maximised over allcomputations at that level. Clearly, TC(0) and TS(0) are both bounded byconstants.Let us �rst bound TS(l + 1). Producing a sample from a concatenationoperation at level l+1, involves obtaining two samples from level l (or lower)and then concatenating them: this takes time 2TS(l) + O(1). Producinga sample from a union operation involves obtaining a number of samplesfrom lower levels and computing, for each sample x, its multiplicity m(x).(A certain amount of arithmetic must also be performed, but this work isnegligible in comparison.) The expected number of samples required is atmost C, and the time to computem(x), by dynamic programming, is O(nC).Thus, TS(l + 1) � ChTS(l) + O(nC)i:Solving this recurrence yields TS(l) = O(nC l+1).We now bound the estimation time TC(l + 1). At a concatenation op-eration, all that needs to be done is to multiply two previously computedvalues. At a union operation, we need to perform t trials of the experimentthat de�nes the random variable Z. Each trial is dominated by the time toobtain a sample x from level l (or lower), and to compute its multiplicitym(x). Thus, TC(l + 1) � thTS(l) + O(nC)i;which, combined with estimates (1) and (2) yieldsTC(l) = O �"�2n 16��l+1C l+2 logC�:This expression is maximised at l = �, whenTC(�) = O("�2nC�+2 logC)The same bound holds also for TS(�). The total execution time is at mostC times this, establishing Theorem 2.4 Remarks and open problemsThe proof of the #P-completeness of counting the n-slice of a regular lan-guage follows from an easy reduction from #DNF. Given a DNF formula fwith terms t1; : : : ; tk, we construct k deterministic �nite automata where theith automaton accepts precisely those strings in f0; 1gn which (when viewed astruth assignments) satisfy term ti. We then create a non-deterministic �niteautomaton by creating a new start state and making "-transitions from thisstart state to the start states of each of the k deterministic �nite automata.11



The indirect approach taken in this article via f+;�g-programs appearsto be necessary, as there is no possibility of compressing the depth of f[; � g-programs themselves. Indeed Nisan [10, Thm 4] has demonstrated an 
(n) lowerbound on the depth of f[; � g-programs for the palindrome language fwwR :w 2 f0; 1gng, where wR denotes the reversal of w.In principle the dependence of the time complexity of the sampling pro-cedure on " could be reduced from from "�2 to log "�1, using Markov chainsimulation techniques described by Sinclair in [12, Cor. 4.9]. However, thisextra computational layer, would reduce the practicality of the method to aneven lower level.The main and obvious open question is whether a truly polynomial-timealgorithm exists for sampling from the n-slice of a context-free language, orfor estimating its size. (The sampling and estimation problems are of equiv-alent complexity, to within polynomial factors.) A super�cially appealingapproach is to compute samples (as well as size estimates) in bottom-up fash-ion, using dynamic programming. However, the nature of the informationthat is owing through the dynamic programming procedure now becomesrather elusive: the size estimates bA are just numbers, whereas it seems thatthe distributions cDA must be represented as (the code for) functions, or \ob-jects" in more fashionable parlance. We have not been able to make thisapproach work nor have we been successful with other approaches such asproving rapid mixing of a suitably de�ned Markov chain, or �nding unbiasedestimators with small standard deviations.An incidental but interesting question concerns the relative expressivepowers of various representations of regular and context-free languages. Forexample, we do not know if regular expressions are as succinct as NFAs; infact we do not even know that any DFA can be converted into a regularexpression without exponential blow-up in size. It is conceivable that thesampling and size estimation problems are easier given a regular expressionas input than the corresponding problems given an NFA as input.References[1] Michael R.Garey and David S. Johnson,Computers and Intractability:A Guide to the Theory of NP-Completeness, Freeman, San Francisco, CA,1979, p. 176.[2] Vivek Gore and Mark Jerrum, A quasi-polynomial-time algorithm forsampling words from a context-free language, manuscript.[3] W. Hoeffding, Probability inequalities for sums of bounded randomvariables, Journal of American Statistical Association 58 (1963), pp. 13{30. 12
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